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gifted children.
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Selected posts
from the popular
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specific
strategies and
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guide your
journey back to
authenticity,
purpose, love,
and to finally
deciding what
color to paint
your living room.
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perfect book for
students, parents,
educators and anyone
who wants to enhance
his or her brainpower
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Autism Chronicle
Books
A dazzling first
novel about a math
prodigy who is
being groomed by
her parents to
attend Oxford at
the age of fourteen,
Gifted heralds the
arrival of a
remarkable new
talent. Numbers
have filled Rumi
Vashey’s world
since she first
learned to count.
But it was on a trip
to India at the age
of eight that her
mathematical
powers acquired
their almost
supernatural
significance. At
fourteen Rumi is
firmly set on the
path of a gifted

child, speeding
generations. Gifted
headlong towards captures brilliantly
Oxford University. the battle to come
As her father sees it, of age in an
discipline is
emotional and
everything if the
comic hinterland,
family is to have
where histories,
any hope of making arithmetic and
its mark on its
cumin seeds all play
adoptive country. a part. In a voice
However, as Rumi that is by turns very
gets older and the funny and fiercely
family’s stark
acute Lalwani
isolation intensifies, vividly brings to life
numbers start to
a young family’s
lose their magic for search for
the young teenager: recognition and
she abandons the how that search can
rigid timetable of break a family
her afternoons and apart. A story of
replaces equations high aspirations
with rampant spice and deep desires,
abuse. As her
and of the
longing for love
sometime
and her parents’ loneliness of
will to succeed
childhood, Gifted is
deepen so too does a remarkably
the rift between
passionate, assured
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achievement—a
figureheads,
collection of iconic collection of stories leaders, and
figures…vibrantly i about
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ully crafted
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volume…”
and empower the Mandela, and Rosa
–Kirkus Reviews, next generation of Parks, as well as
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carefully curated
Stevie Wonder,
designed…a
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positively in the
Coleman, Barack Simone, Simone
books they read.
Obama, Michelle Biles, Stevie
Highlighting the
Obama,
Wonder, Esperanza
talent and
Chimamanda
Spalding, Sidney
contributions of
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Poitier, Oprah
black leaders and Cathy Freeman,
Winfrey, Pele,
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Nelson Mandela,
around the world, Washington
Louis Armstrong,
readers of all
Carver, Malorie
Rosa Parks, Naomi
backgrounds will be Blackman, Harriet Campbell, Samuel
empowered to
Tubman, Mo
Coleridge-Taylor,
discover what they Farah, Jean-Michel Muhammad Ali,
too can achieve.
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Strong, courageous, Owens, Beyonce Steve McQueen,
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Knowles, Solange Zadie Smith, Usain
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and women's
Baker, Kofi Annan, Jemison, W.E.B.
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their
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Misty Copeland. If
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Maurice Ashley,
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same authorillustrator team.
How to Meet Their
Social and
Emotional Needs Bi
gbusinesspublishers
Being a good mom
isn't about doing
everything right to
create a set of perfect
trophy
children--though
every mom has felt
the pressure to do
just that and to do it
all on her own. To
ask for help feels like
defeat. Yet when we
try to do it all by our
own strength, we
end up depleted,
lonely, and
ineffective. Heather
MacFadyen wants
you to know that
you are not meant to
go it alone. Sharing
her most vulnerable,
hard mom
moments, she shows

how moms can be
always easy - either
empowered by God, for the gifted
supported by others, themselves or for the
and connected with people around them.
their children. With Potentially, gifted
encouragement and people are original,
insight, she helps you creative, full of
foster the key
vitality, passionate
relationships you
and constructive
need to be the mom employees. They are
you want to be.
very valuable, both in
Whether you work their jobs and in
or stay home,
society. But not all
whether you have
gifted people succeed
teenagers or babes in in making their
arms, you'll find here talents visible. They
a compassionate
lose track and get
friend who wants the trapped in their own
best--not just for
pitfalls. A potentially
your kids but for
powerfully creative
you.
personality without
A Revolutionary
clear direction may
Guide for Liberating best be compared to
Everyday
an unguided missile.
Genius(tm)
Someone who
Marshall Cavendish cannot be coached,
International Asia
cannot collaborate or
Pte Ltd
communicate, a
Living and working know-it-all, an
with giftedness is not antisocial, elusive
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person. Among
Nauta and
also benefit from this
colleagues and
psychologist Sieuwke book. The goal is to
employers (and
Ronner take their
help recognize talent,
among partners and examples from their even when it is
friends) this behavior personal and
hidden, acknowledge
creates irritation,
professional
people's gifts and
anxiety and
experiences. In
help the gifted and
uncertainty. Talents addition to these case their talents to grow
remain hidden and a histories, which
and flourish."
vicious cycle starts. gifted people often How to Meet Their
Gifted people lose
recognize from their Social and
direction in life and own experiences and Emotional Needs
work, and lose their which they identify Free Spirit
way. What a waste of with sometimes
Publishing
all that talent.... ! This smiling, sometimes The ultimate
book presents eleven crying the authors
parent’s guide to
case studies of gifted also offer concrete
raising financially
adults, each trying to tools that may help smart toddlers to
find his or her own gifted people to find teenagers. Our
way after losing
their talents and put children today have
direction. Often a
them to good use.
more money than in
trigger from the
Employers,
all of history. They
environment was
occupational and
face more pressure
needed for them to insurance physicians, to spend and to keep
start their individual psychologists, career up with their friends.
voyages of discovery. coaches, human
The challenge for
The authors
resource managers parents is to teach
occupational
and others who come restraint and
physician and
into contact with
responsibility when
psychologist Noks gifted employees, can our society may not
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put much stock on exploration of child
such values. This
genius through the
book teaches parents stories of fifteen
what to tell their
exceptionally gifted
children about
young people, from
money and how to
cybernetics founder
tell them. The
Norbert Wiener
authors share their
and chess master
challenges and
Bobby Fischer to
successes in plain
movie icon Shirley
common sense
Temple and
language. Good
money habits are put African-American
musician Philippa
forth in an easy to
follow manner. The Schuyler.
chapters are full of
practical advice and
humour, and you
learn to answer
difficult questions
posed by your
children.
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